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JUARISTI, A PARTNER THAT 

GUARANTEES RELIABILITY 

AND PRECISION 

Precision, reliability and productivity

These are what our customers demand and the expectations that shape our 

relationship with them. And, these qualities are also the reasons for JUARISTI’s 

success as a business.

Our company’s history and evolution towards becoming a leader in the sector 

is easy to understand: we have never forgotten what is important for our 

customers. We constantly work to provide the most value-added solutions, 

keeping in mind the needs of each and every customer and industry. 

By constantly analysing the market and listening to the needs of our customers, 

we have shaped our strategy for the coming years, summarised in the acronym 

C.A.S.T. : Connectivity, Automation, Service and Technology, the 4 strategic areas 

in which we will focus our efforts in the years ahead.

The new strategic direction has led to a number of major investments, such 

as the construction of an advanced manufacturing center at our facility, the 

Accuracy Cube, a space where we machine, assemble and test all critical 

components of our solutions. 

On the other hand, in recent years we have worked on developing cutting-

edge technologies to improve the reliability and precision of our solutions 

and reinforced our worldwide network with bigger, better resources to 

deliver a more efficient, local service globally. Today, our customers have four 

international JUARISTI Service Hubs at their disposal in: Spain, Germany, India 

and China.

In this new stage, we continue to place great importance on what has led us 

to be recognised as the industry’s experts: the pledge to take care of every 

technical detail to build the most precise machines and our in-depth know-how of 

linear and hydrostatic guidance, which means we can offer customers the best 

solution for their machining process across our entire product range. 
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“Our customers have the assurance of having an 

expert partner in machining solutions by their side”. 

The other major value that sets us apart is the end-to-end 

production philosophy that allows us to be fully involved in the 

process. We design, manufacture, assemble and fully test all 

our solutions’ critical components and integrate them into the 

machine under the seal that has become synonymous with 

quality: “Made by JUARISTI”.

And all this without sacrificing our company’s identity, which 

differentiates us and makes us unique in the eyes of our 

customers: personalised service and an open, transparent 

relationship based on trust, where the customer finds a close 

partner and feels listened to and supported throughout the 

project.

Our customers have the assurance of having an expert partner 

in machining solutions by their side. And that kind of security 

gives them a clear incentive to face their future with confidence. 

Because your challenges are our challenges. Because our 

ultimate goal is for our solutions to drive your business.

“By constantly analysing the market and listening to the needs of our 
customers, we have shaped our strategy for the coming years”
JUARISTI Management Team
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Expansion, investments and continuous improvements: JUARISTI’s 
strong commitment to consolidate itself as a leader in machining 
solutions

JUARISTI is fully immersed in a growth phase and 
facility improvement, a drive towards innovation and the 
development of high value services for its customers.

Connectivity, automation, service and technology are the four 

facets on which JUARISTI bases its new innovations, high value-

added equipment which, together with its dedication to service 

and its close cooperation with customers, form the cornerstones 

of the company’s future.

“We are fully immersed in a period of very exciting growth”, says 

the JUARISTI Management Team, who offers some keys to 

understand the foundations on which the company’s development 

is being built.

The ultimate goal of this strategy is to consolidate itself as a 

leading company in the design and manufacture of machining 

solutions. And that is why the concept of ‘C.A.S.T.’ has been 

conceived (Connectivity, Automation, Service and Technology) 

which, as the company’s magagement explains, “from now on, this 

will inspire and determine the approach with which our solutions 

will be developed, the services we offer and our relationship 

with customers”. The main force behind JUARISTI’s business 

strategy is its dedication to service and close cooperation with 

its customers to establish itself as the best machining solutions 

partner.

This process will be matched by powerful investments in different 

areas. In the last few months, the company has embarked 

on a facility upgrade with the construction of an advanced 

manufacturing center, the Accuracy Cube, to improve the 

precision of its components and test all critical parts at its 

headquarters, controlling the entire process.

Another key point will be to continue focusing on developing 

our own technologies and further strengthening our R+D+i 

department, which will continue to be the main driving force for 

growth, under the idea that anticipating and adapting to changes 

in the industry is the only way to convince our customers that the 

machines can be a real asset for their growing businesses.  
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Connectivity, automation, service and technology 

are the four facets on which JUARISTI bases

its new innovations.

Automation, intelligent management and 
precision

New developments in the R+D+i department aim to improve 

the autonomy of machining solutions, ensuring that they are 

intelligently adapted to customer needs and can be easily 

controlled through user-friendly software. 

Along these lines is the most important innovation presented 

in recent months by the company: the ‘My JUARISTI’ software. 

This product is JUARISTI’s response to integrate its latest 

developments into a single, unified software that can be managed 

from any computer with a simple, predictive interface. 

The deployment of My JUARISTI in each machine has given 

operators a simple, intuitive way to manage the machines. The 

system enables the user to manage the machines’ productive 

resources and predictive maintenance. Moreover, it ensures that 

the Machine Tools can be adapted to the specific requirements of 

each part to achieve the best results. 

Besides focusing on deploying My JUARISTI on new equipment, 

the company is already testing a dimensional verification software 

called ‘Quick Machine Verification’, which in just 15 minutes 

is capable of showing and correcting geometric errors on the 

machine with a quick, cost-effective implementation process.

Other important developments are aimed at improving the 

multitasking experience with the design of solutions that permit 
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multiple machining processes to be carried out without having to 

move and reposition the part. The major innovations of 2019 in 

this field are the new TH3-MT 5-axis multifunction center and the 

new range of universal heads. The new center features numerous 

automated systems and is optimised for high productivity milling 

and turning operations with a highly ergonomic rotary table.

JUARISTI’s message to the market has already begun to garner 

a very positive response. Last year, orders reached a record 

of more than 46 million euros. “We have undergone many 

transformations by redefining our business strategy, with a clear 

commitment to customer focused service. Plus, we are making 

heavy investments and growing in numbers, so the JUARISTI 

family continues to grow. In short, we are shoring up future 

growth, which we are already starting see: JUARISTI is a solid, 

powerful company with a clear vision for the future”, explains the 

company’s management.

Growing globally

With an international sales and service network and a presence 

in sectors as demanding as aeronautics, naval, or energy, these 

days JUARISTI exports almost 95 % of its production to the 

global market, with a presence in more than 40 countries and 

delegations in France, Italy, Germany, China and India. Here, the 

medium-term objectives are to optimise our service structure and 

foster synergies with distributors and Service partners. 

The strongest growth plan is being implemented in Germany. 

JUARISTI opened a branch there with a Service Hub to serve 

Central Europe: JUARISTI Germany GmbH.  The branch’s 

structure has doubled in the last two years to form a 14-person 

team. At present, they offer sales support, consultancy 

services and technical assistance with the same closeness and 

specialisation that is offered from our headquarters. 

Opening in Germany has enabled the company to fulfil a long-held 

dream: to be closer to its German customers and other Central 

European countries and to be able to advise and serve them 

locally.
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Customers: at the heart of our strategy

The new strategy is designed to be a continuity of the pillars that 

have earned JUARISTI recognition and respect in the market. 

These machines are highly valued and known for their sturdiness, 

precise results, high degree of autonomy and easy maintenance,  

making them more profitable. These traits will remain and be 

reinforced in new developments.

In terms of service, the company is known for its close, flexible 

relationship with its customers. “We treat each case as if it were 

the only one and make our clients’ challenges our own. The goal 

is to become long-term partners with our customers. We provide 

assistance from the start by studying and understanding their 

needs, identifying which solutions are best for them and often 

adapting them ad-hoc”. This way of approaching and dealing with 

customer relationships will remain at the center of the strategy. 

“We are fully immersed in a 
period of very exciting growth”
JUARISTI Management Team
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C.A.S.T. 
The real breakthrough lies in innovating in every area that 

drives success in our sector and offering solutions and 

services that incorporate them. At JUARISTI, we work 

pro-actively and systematically to be a reliable partner 

that stimulates our costumers’ businesses.

CONNECTIVITY

AUTOMATION 

SERVICE

TECHNOLOGY
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CASE STUDY _ TECNOMEC

“The rest of the producers told us that it was impossible to make a 
machine like this, but JUARISTI got it done”
Diego Amerio, Manager at Tecnomec (Italy)

Tecnomec is a 360º subcontractor working for 
different industries in Asti, Italy. It needed a non-
standard machine with a large RAM travel. JUARISTI 
offered it an original solution thanks to its flexible 
machine concept, adapting one of its most outstanding 
solutions (MX RAM) to the customer’s constructive 
needs.

In the Piedmont region, in the middle of an impressive landscape 

made up of small villages perched on rolling hills and vineyards, 

there is also room for industry, which is clustered on the 

outskirts of the main cities. In these places, a short walk takes 

you right to a large number of machining workshops. Most are 

subcontractors working for the region’s leading industry, one of 

Italy’s most prolific exporters, perhaps because of its strategic 

location along the French-Swiss border.

Piedmont is known for its wine making industry, the second most 

powerful in the country after Tuscany, and also the food industry 

–with the giant Ferrero as the greatest example. However, there 

is no doubt that Fiat is indeed its most emblematic company. 

They are the main customers of machining subcontractors, 

which are located specifically around Turin and Asti, the two 

main cities in the region.

Tecnomec is located just outside Asti, a family workshop 

dedicated to intricate carpentry and machining that for two 

generations has provided 360º machining services to the 

principal local industries. Its extensive experience has led it to 

gradually achieve larger and more complex orders, forcing it to 

progressively introduce more powerful machinery.
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The MX9 was delivered with two milling heads, 

one horizontal and one automatic universal, with 

automated recalibration in case of impacts and a 

refrigerated oil system to increase its service life.
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Thus, in 2017 Tecnomec already had 6 Machine Tools, but 

they needed to take a step forward in quality and integrate a 

high performance milling and boring center and non-standard 

features. According to Diego Amerio, the company’s manager, 

they imagined a large machine that would have a 2,500 mm RAM 

cross travel. However, when they surveyed the main producers 

in the sector regarding whether it would be possible to set up 

such a center with these characteristics, most answered that 

such a machine was not feasible to build.  “Everyone took a step 

back except JUARISTI”, he says.

“Everyone took a step back except JUARISTI”
Diego Amerio, Manager at Tecnomec

When JUARISTI received the customer’s request, the Projects 

Committee met to study the viability of the project and the 

possible solutions to the challenges posed by Tecnomec. In the 

end, despite the order’s demanding requirements, it resolved 

to make an ad-hoc configuration of the MX9, a milling-boring 

machine with a travelling column and central head, with a 

symmetrical structure and box-in-box design.
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A Y-axis travel like never seen before

The machine produced for Tecnomec features an unprecedented 

innovation in the sector, a RAM with a 2,500 mm Y-axis travel, 

which enables milling and boring operations with an exceptional 

parts adaptability.  Built in GJS700 nodular, it has four-sided 

linear guiding and, given the impressive RAM travel, it also 

has a double RAM drop compensation system, consisting of a 

connecting rod system to compensate for torsional deformation. 

It also includes a second hydraulically operated pulley system 

controlled by a complex algorithm that, depending on the RAM 

position, exerts different traction forces. 

According to Amerio, the MX9’s performance convinced them 

from the start. “Thanks to this configuration, we were able to 

start working with a travelling column machine on jobs that were 

only possible with bridge-type milling machines. This allowed us 

to speed up production and radically improve our productivity”.

One of the reasons for the project’s success, as Amerio puts 

it, was the strong commitment of all JUARISTI team members 

to create a configuration that would best suit its needs: “We 

met people, not just producers or designers. We talked to them 

extensively about our needs throughout the design phase and 

were always sure that the project would meet our demands and 

that we would achieve awesome results”.

All-in-one automation package 

One of the clearest needs of the Tecnomec managers 

was to improve their productivity rate. To do so, JUARISTI 

recommended the deployment of several automated systems to 

reduce downtime.

Thus, the MX9 was delivered with two milling heads, one 

horizontal and one universal automatic, with automated 

recalibration in case of impacts and a refrigerated oil system 

to increase its service life. Thanks to these advantages, the 

operator’s job of ensuring proper maintenance boils down to 

checking that oil reserves are at optimum levels.

On the other hand, there should be highlighted some 

outstanding automation systems such as the automatic head 

changer, the work piece position verification probe and a special 

software for controlling the work-table that adapts the X, Y, 

Z, B, C, A axes movements according to the way in which the 

workpiece is placed.

Amerio believes that automated systems have helped them 

dramatically reduce machining times. “The most impressive 

thing was to see the idea we had imagined become a reality, 

especially when other producers had told us that such a 

machine would never be reliable. What JUARISTI has achieved 

is not only a reliable machine, but also an accurate machine 

with very high productivity rates. Impeccable. The service was 

impeccable from start to finish”.
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The numbers speak for themselves: 

1,450 employees

12 countries

500 successfully 

completed installations worldwide

CASE STUDY _ MHWIRTH 
“What we value most about JUARISTI is its close cooperation and 
quick response”
Andreas Escher, Production Manager at MHWirth (Germany)
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MHWirth is a German drilling rig supplier to the 
oil sector. At their factory in Erkelenz in Western 
Germany, they produce mud pumps, winches for 
offshore and onshore platforms and other products for 
related industries. Since 2007, it has been carrying out 
all its milling and boring work with JUARISTI machines. 
Its experience has been so positive that it currently 
operates four machines of different models.

MHWirth has made a name for itself in the global Oil and Gas 

industry. It is one of the most prominent companies in the world 

in drilling equipment supply. The numbers speak for themselves: 

1,450 employees in 12 countries and more than 500 

successfully completed installations worldwide.

The in-house machining of most of its equipment’s critical 

components takes place at its headquarters in Erkelenz 

in Western Germany. To do so, they have been trusting in 

JUARISTI solutions since 2007. 

That year they purchased a TX3 Planer type Machining Center 

a year later they opted for a TS5 Horizontal Boring Machine for 

machining large components. According to Escher, they trusted 

JUARISTI because “it offered a great machine at a reasonable 

cost” and, secondly, because JUARISTI’s sales and technical 

staff supported it “throughout the process, from the first 

consultation”.  
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“We operate in a market that demands short lead times and personalised products. We work in small 

batches because we make everything on demand. So, our machines must be flexible and reliable. And 

reliability means not only good machining times, but also repeatable accuracy”, explains Escher.

2

Another aspect that pleasantly surprised it in the early stages of its relationship with JUARISTI was 

the cooperation in the design and configuration of the machine. “They immediately provided us with 

3D models of their machines and tools for our CAM software, which allowed us to simulate machining 

processes before running the programme on the machine”, recalls Escher, who recognises that having 

these tools has simplified processes and significantly improved results.

The first two machines “delivered great results” from day one, which led them to choose JUARISTI again 

in 2013, investing in a more compact machining center model, the TX1. 

According to Eneko Ariznabarreta, this boring-milling center was equipped with various automated 

systems to improve its productivity in repetitive part making.

“The TX we designed for MHWirth is a very well-rounded multifunction machine. It has a 4-pallet system 

with an automatic changeover, a powerful automatic tool change system (ATC) that is compatible with 

up to 120 tools, and a rotary loading and unloading station. It also boasts adaptive control technology, 

which enables the machine to adapt its power in real-time to the material requirements”, sums up 

Ariznabarreta.
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Use of this technology helped address one of MHWirth’s 

key production challenges. As Escher explains, they often 

face stringent tolerances when machining various types of 

molten, stainless, duplex or Inconel steel, especially in gearbox 

machining.

In 2014, they were so satisfied that they took the next step up 

in quality with an MP5 RAM Floor type Boring - Milling Machine 

featuring hydrostatic technology, the most cutting-edge solution 

in JUARISTI’s catalogue. 

Immediate support thanks to the German Service Hub

From MHWirth, they claim to be very satisfied with their experience with JUARISTI, especially in terms of the design and 

manufacturing cooperation, and the stride forward they have achieved in the quality of their production. “We operate in a market that 

demands short lead times and personalised products. We work in small batches because we make everything on demand. So, our 

machines must be flexible and reliable. And reliability means not only good machining times, but also repeatable accuracy”, explains 

Escher.

Another reason that contributed to the customer’s satisfaction is the opening of a JUARISTI managed Service Hub in Germany. 

“Our work is very demanding. We sometimes carry out up to three very demanding machining shifts in a row. So, it is normal that 

this creates incidents sometimes. But in those moments, it is very important to receive immediate support to reduce downtime, and 

having a service center nearby has helped us a lot in that aspect”, MHWirth representatives explained. 

“JUARISTI took a big step forward by setting up its own service division in Germany in 2017. Now it is close to the end customer and 

very accessible. That has considerably improved the quality of its service”, concludes Escher.

The MP5 was adapted to MWirth’s specifications and optimised 

for machining medium to large sized components. “This large 

boring machine was equipped with a unique horizontal head for 

machining large gearboxes. On the other hand, it was equipped 

with a table that is compatible with parts of 60 tonnes, making it 

ideal for machining large gearbox parts”, recalls Ariznabarreta.
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Guibe is one of the main machining companies in 
Gipuzkoa, the territory where JUARISTI’s headquarters 
are located. Its speciality is the design of industrial 
transmission components for various sectors: steel, 
mining, paper, wood, sugar and cement. JUARISTI 
designed a customised Planer-type milling and boring 
center with RAM.

Guibe is a Goizper Group company, a SME cooperative from 

Gipuzkoa with 3 business lines: industrial, pulverisation and 

biotechnology. Its main business is the design and manufacture 

of all types of custom gearboxes, in unit lots that require 

continuous part changes.

In 2017, they decided to equip their facilities with a new milling 

and boring center. They needed a high-tech configuration due to 

the complexities of their product catalogue. Its production type 

required a very versatile machining center, capable of carrying 

out multifunctional operations on large work pieces and ensuring 

high production ratios in gearbox machining.

In 2016, they held several technical meetings with JUARISTI 

managers to explain their needs. As a result of these 

discussions, JUARISTI’s technical management came to the 

conclusion that the most suitable solution was a Planer-type 

center with RAM output, something not yet in its catalogue.

Thus, the JUARISTI team made an exclusive design based on 

the evolution of the TX series, the company’s most demanded 

machine, adding RAM output. The extraordinary process and 

the flexibility shown by JUARISTI surprised Guibe’s production 

managers immensely. 

“It was a special project in which we demostrate a lot 

of flexibility”, recalls someone from JUARISTI’s technical 

management. The production specifications included many non-

standard features, which led to the creation of the special TX3 

RAM configuration with a sixth rotary axis, a 40-tonne table and 

Automatic Pallet Changer (APC) and Automatic Head Changer 

(AAC).

CASE STUDY _ GUIBE  
“JUARISTI looked at our business and came up with a tailor-made 
solution that was not in their catalogue”
Ander Lezeta, Process Manager at Guibe, Goizper Group (Basque Country)
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“JUARISTI understood our business and adapted its solutions to our 
needs by offering us a product that was not previously included in 

its catalogue. Once they studied our production requirements, they 
showed the flexibility and knowledge required to develop and build a 

machine adapted to our product requirements” 
 

Ander Lezeta, Process Manager at Guibe.
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A package designed for maximum productivity

The addition of the pallet changing system is one element 

highlighted by Lezeta. “As Guibe manufactures unitary products, 

we needed a machine that could make the part changes in 

the shortest possible time. Productivity is a big deal. It is not 

enough to make a quick work piece change if there isn’t a solid 

production process backing it up. Finally, the machines’ accuracy 

and reliability are indisputable requisites and must be in line with 

our product requirements”.

In this sense, the automatic head change system allows the 

customer to change the machining technique very rapidly, 

reducing the number of machining phases for the entire casing. 

Thanks to this it has been able to maximise production times 

while improving the quality of its finishes.
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“It was a special project in which we demostrate a 

lot of flexibility”, recalls someone from JUARISTI’s 

technical management. The production 

specifications included many non-standard 

features, which led to the creation of the special 

TX3 RAM configuration with a sixth rotary axis, a 

40-tonne table and automatic pallet  (APC) and 

head changers (AHC).

Another of the main benefits that the new center has afforded 

Guibe is a substantial improvement in their machining precision. 

The most complex components within the machining parts 

catalogue are the gearbox bearings. These have a direct 

influence on the contact of the gear teeth once mounted on the 

housing. Contact is extremely important for the service life and 

performance of the transmission. The critical nature of these 

components required them to be machined with the utmost 

precision, something that the TX RAM has shown in spades.

But what Lezeta undoubtedly stresses when he describes 

Guibe’s experience with JUARISTI is the close cooperation 

demonstrated from the beginning. “The friendly close dealings 

have helped us build a smooth relationship based on mutual 

trust. This has meant that incidents that occurred during the 

entire process, from design to implementation, were rectified in 

a simple, agile way.”

So much so that they have started an in-house production 

improvement process, for which they have once again decided to 

rely on the advice of JUARISTI to improve machining techniques 

and optimise production management. This includes a training 

plan and specific programming for machining their products.
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ZAIGLER (GERMANY) 

Zaigler and JUARISTI: a large hydrostatic boring machine is the 
finishing touch to decades of successful cooperation

Zaigler, a German machining subcontractor, has a long 
history of projects with JUARISTI. It currently operates 
5 JUARISTI brand machines at its headquarters. This 
year it decided to take a step upward and onward 
quality-wise with a large hydrostatic boring machine 
that is the icing on the cake after decades of successful 
collaboration.

Zaigler is a very relevant German machining industry 

subcontractor. With a more than 9,000 m² production plant in 

Kulmbach, Bavaria, and a total of 120 employees, its clientele 

portfolio includes large multinationals such as ENGEL, General 

Electric, Man, Siemens and Voith.

Some of the work it offers its clients includes milling, boring and 

turning works. The diversity in its production makes JUARISTI 

solutions optimal for it due to the versatility, multifunctionality 

and high automation these solutions offer its users.

For this very reason, Zaigler and JUARISTI partnership dates 

back decades. In these years, the German company has 

purchased a total of 5 solutions, in addition to maintaining a 

very close relationship with JUARISTI in matters related to 

applications, consulting and equipment optimisation.
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The MP RAM is JUARISTI’s most exclusive solution. 

All structural components are made of grey nodular 

cast iron and all axes are hydrostatic, 

 on large hardened and ground guides.

Last year Zaigler’s production managers decided to jump-start 

the quality of these equipment and get a large hydrostatic 

boring machine. They needed a very tough, powerful machine 

that would enable milling and boring operations on large engine 

housings. The complexity and sheer weight of the parts in 

the customer’s catalogue also required it to equip the boring 

machine with a large rotary table.

After several technical meetings between the production 

manager and JUARISTI’s technical office, an agreement was 

reached on the design of an MP7 RAM hydrostatic machining 

center compatible with milling, boring and turning operations 

and adapted to its production requirements.

JUARISTI has more than 40 years of experience developing 

this type of solutions with hydrostatic technology, which is 

currently used by most heavy-duty machine manufacturers. It 

was precisely this proven experience that pushed MHWirth’s 

decision-makers to opt for the MP RAM.
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A truly exclusive solution

The MP RAM is JUARISTI’s most exclusive solution. All structural components are 
made of grey nodular cast iron and all axes are hydrostatic, on large hardened and 
ground guides.

The hydrostatic guide, greased with a continuous film of oil that prevents contact 
between guide and counter-guide, reduces the friction coefficient and enables 
extraordinarily smooth movements, achieving very high precision in very heavy 
machines.

It has 3 automatic compensation systems for the bending of the RAM, rocking of 
the headstock and tilting of the column.

The X-axis stroke has a rack and pinion system with 2 pinions and 2 motors. 
Meanwhile, the vertical stroke has a static ball screw with a rotating nut, which 
helps to achieve very fast feeds.

The model designed for Zaigler stands out for its wide run on all axes (X 10,000, Y 
4,000, Z 1,500 and W 1,000) and for its turning table with a 3,000 x 3,000 mm 
surface area and its compatibility with parts up to 50 tonnes.

One of the most unique features is the table’s rotational speed, which reaches 110 
min-1, a parameter that has never been achieved before on such a machine. This 
will permit Zaigler to turn with high precision and productivity, something it needed 
to machine turbine housings and generators.

The machine supplied to Zaigler will include a 40 kW automatic bi-rotational milling 
head and a 70 kW orthogonal milling head. Finally, the unit is equipped with a robot-
type ATC compatible with up to 200 tools.

Zaigler will use its new solution for precision machining of large metal parts. It 
will produce a wide range of components, including diesel engine blocks, windmill 
gearboxes or earthwork machinery components, among many others.
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THONI ALUTEC is a world renowned manufacturer of 
aluminium parts. A couple of years ago, it started to 
look for two centers to produce aluminium components 
in its plants in India and Poland. After sounding out 
the market, it finally entrusted JUARISTI with the 
production of both solutions.

THONI ALUTEC is a Polish multinational dedicated to the 

production of aluminium parts for the medical, robotic, energy 

and railway industries. It has several production plants in Mexico, 

India and Poland.

The two latter countries are among JUARISTI’s main markets, 

in particular, where the brand has achieved greater penetration. 

That’s why when Thoni Alutec started browsing the market 

to equip its Polish and Indian factories with two multifunction 

centers, it ran across numerous references from satisfied 

JUARISTI customers.

After weighing what was available on the market and seeing 

some of JUARISTI’s solutions in action, the company set up a 

technical meeting during the 2017 Hannover EMO at which it 

explained its production requirements in detail to the heads of 

JUARISTI. 

JUARISTI boasts multiple benchmarks in the aluminium industry 

because of the robustness of its solutions; this characteristic 

makes these machines well suited to processing such high 

tolerance material. This led Thoni Alutec’s production managers 

to opt for JUARISTI.

The solution earmarked for Poland is a TX1K- MGX8 5-axis 

Machining Center with 4,500, 2,000 and 2,500 travels on the 

XYZ axes. It is equipped with an AK5 continuously rotating milling 

head with an electro-spindle that reaches speeds of 12.000 min-1, 

a power output of 48 kW and a torque of 303 Nm.

It has several automated systems, including two pallets with 

automatic changeover and a robot type tool change system 

compatible with up to 200 tools. Plus, it is equipped with a 2,000 

x 2,000 mm rotary table compatible with up to 7-tonne work 

pieces.

THONI ALUTEC: Two high speed Horizontal & 5-axis machining centers 
for India and Poland

THONI ALUTEC (INDIA / POLAND) 
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This machine configuration permits the machining of 

medium and large aluminium parts for different sectors: 

automotive, medical, robotics, energy, combustion 

engines, railways and mechanical engineering.
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The solution for the Indian company of Thoni Alutec Group, 

Taural India, is equipped with a fixed horizontal head and also 

includes a robot for tool changing.

Both the TX1- K and TX1- H machine models feature the most 

state-of-the-art structural configuration: cast iron structural 

components, column-centered head in a symmetrical 

configuration, high strength and precision linear guides and 

hydrostatic guidance for the table’s rotation.

Plus, both achieve high power and very precise movements with 

fast feeds of up to 30 m/min thanks to, among other reasons, 

the dual motor for a backlash-free table rotation.

This machine configuration permits the machining of medium 

and large aluminium parts for different sectors: automotive, 

medical, robotics, energy, combustion engines, railways and 

mechanical engineering.

An invaluable advantage of JUARISTI’s proposal was the 

flexibility to customise its machines according to Thoni Alutec’s 

production requirements. The configuration allows the customer 

to machine large components within the protective cabinet, 

as required, while at the same time featuring a wide range of 

automated solutions to increase overall productivity.

Another reason that led Thoni Alutec’s managers to trust 

JUARISTI was the company’s extensive service network, which 

has excellent service centers in both countries. In one case, 

it is operated by the well-known distributor Abplanalp and in 

the other by JUARISTI’s delegation in India: JUARISTI Oriental 

Engineering Services.

Interactions between JUARISTI and its customers were 

simplified throughout the manufacturing process and machine 

acceptance, with an ongoing open dialogue. The pre-acceptance 

was carried out at the JUARISTI facilities, in the presence of 

Thoni Alutec and Taural representatives and involved geometry 

tests, laser interferometry, as well as machining tests.

Both models are a true reflection of the high potential and 

outstanding potential of JUARISTI machining centers for 

machining aluminium parts with maximum performance and 

productivity.

The solution for the Indian company of Thoni Alutec 

Group, Taural India, is equipped with a fixed horizontal 

head and also includes a robot for tool changing.
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In 2013, Europactor, a long-standing Spanish company 
specialising in the manufacture of construction 
machinery, began internationalising its production. That 
same year it set up a joint venture with a subsidiary 
of the Algerian state-owned backhoe loader company 
(ENMTP) to establish an industrial plant in Ain-Smara in 
Northern Algeria. To outfit its facilities, it approached 
JUARISTI to manufacture a TX3S-MGX20 Milling and 
Boring Center.

The collaboration between JUARISTI and Europactor, a 

landmark Spanish company devoted to the manufacture of 

public works machinery, dates back several decades, when 

they manufactured components and solutions for the well-

known brand Lebrero. Now in a global growth phase, in 2013 it 

created a joint venture with an Algerian public entity (SOFARE, a 

subsidiary of ENMTP) to produce more than 500 steamrollers, 

excavators and tractors a year in Algeria. 

In 2017, the company decided to build a new production plant 

in Ain-Samara, Constantine, to respond to the growing demand. 

It had to equip the new facilities with a milling and boring center, 

and it immediately thought of JUARISTI thanks to the positive 

experience the Spanish partner company had previously enjoyed.

What Europactor needed was a high-precision milling and boring 

center that would be versatile and allow it to machine different 

components for its solutions. The most demanding machining 

process took place with the bearings for the steamroller 

bearings, parts that have an effect on the transmission’s 

precision and therefore condition the final performance of 

the machine. These requirements forced it to look for a high-

precision solution.

The final technical specifications of the machine and accessories 

were determined by a detailed study of the compacting rollers of 

EUROPACTOR’s solutions. After a detailed technical analysis and 

several meetings at the Europactor and JUARISTI headquarters, 

an agreement was made to supply a high-precision JUARISTI 

TX3S-MGX20 center.

Europactor and JUARISTI seal the deal for a major international 
collaboration project in Algeria

EUROPACTOR (ALGERIA) 
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This solution stands out for its symmetrical central head configuration, which guarantees excellent thermal and mechanical behaviour. 

Furthermore, it achieves excellent stability thanks to the fact that all structural components are made of cast iron and have the best 

damping properties for machining.

High-precision solution

The solution for Europactor is equipped with a 150 mm boring 

bar and an 800 mm axial stroke. This accessory reaches 46 

kW power outputs and a torque of up to 2,046 Nm. 

It also has a 2,000 x 2,500 mm table with hydrostatic guiding 

and a HEIDENHAIN ROD 880 C high-precision encoder in the 

table’s center. This ensures an accuracy of +/- 2 arcseconds 

during rotation.

This unit is perfect for machining Europactor parts and 

surpasses the established precision dimensions. The high-

precision rotation of the table, combined with the ergonomics 

offered by the 150 mm boring bar coupled with the 550 mm 

long support, means that the work piece can be tackled from 

different angles, reaching great depths without compromising 

the accuracy of the final result.

The project is the beginning of a long-term collaboration 

between JUARISTI and Europactor, with future plans to invest 

in additional milling and boring solutions. The company has 

selected JUARISTI to support its global expansion and adapt its 

equipment to its constantly evolving production needs.



HIdromek, a Turkish earthmoving machinery 
manufacturer, is currently constructing a new 1.2 
million square metre production plant in Ankara to 
meet its very high demand. To equip its new facilities, 
JUARISTI and Hidromek have worked on a strategic 
collaborative mega-project that includes the supply of 
11 machining centers.

Hidromek is one of the most powerful companies in its sector, 

the manufacture of earthmoving machinery. Founded in Ankara 

(Turkey) in 1978, in just a few decades it has established itself 

as one of the top manufacturers of backhoe loaders, hydraulic 

excavators, loaders, graders and steamrollers.

It has six production facilities, located in Ankara, Izmir and 

Thailand, and exports to more than 100 countries on 5 

continents, with offices in Spain, Russia and Japan. 

Its growth has been so strong in recent years, that in 2017 

it decided to start work on a new production plant in Ankara 

with a surface area of 1.2 million square meters. An estimated 

investment of around 300 million euros has been made in the 

new facilities.

To equip its new plant, Hidromek began to look for a machine 

tool manufacturer to form a strategic partnership with. It 

required an extraordinary project, both because of the size of 

the investment and its demanding specifications. It needed to 

find a partner who could offer them a sound product and at the 

same time financial guarantees and technically reliable support.

The people in charge of Hidromek knew JUARISTI thanks to its 

numerous connections in the earthmoving machinery industry. 

JUARISTI has carried out projects for top companies in the sector 

such as Hisarlar, Caterpilar, Ahlmann, Lannen Tractors, Schwing 

Stetter, Larsen and Toubro, Komatsu, New Holland and Til.

Hidromek: a mega-project in Turkey with 11 machining centers for 
public works machinery

HIDROMEK (TURKEY) 
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Another key factor that attracted Hidromek’s interest in 

JUARISTI was the skill of JUARISTI’s representative in Turkey, 

TEKNIKEL, who provides professional support for both technical 

solutions and after-sales service, at a local level.

So, after several technical meetings to adapt the project to its 

needs, Hidromek chose JUARISTI, which agreed to supply a 

total of 11 machines. The project includes four MX5 DUPLEX 

machines: two MX5 floor-type milling machines arranged face-

to-face and three T-type boring-milling TX3S-MGX20 multitasking 

models.

The solutions supplied by JUARISTI will be used for the 

machining of a very wide range of components for earthmoving 

machinery. The Floor Type MX5 boring-milling machine with a 

face-to-face layout will facilitate simultaneous machining of high-

volume parts, such as excavator booms and buckets, from both 

sides. This machining technique achieves very good results with 

maximum productivity by optimising the time used.

Moreover, JUARISTI TX3-S boring-milling machines with 

multitasking features will bring great versatility to its production. 

This configuration is optimum for machining medium sized parts 

of various types, a job that can now be done ergonomically and 

comfortably, as the machines are equipped with a high-precision 

rotary table.

All the solutions supplied to Hidromek have the most advanced 

automated systems, including systems for the automatic head, 

pallet and tool changing.



JUARISTI TX3-S boring-milling machines with

multitasking features will bring great versatility to 

Hidromek’s production. This configuration is optimum 

for machining medium sized parts.
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JUARISTI develops a new multitasking solution which guarantees top-notch 
turning at each turn.

JUARISTI continues to make strides in the area of multitasking to offer its customers very 

versatile options. The latest development in this respect is the TH3-MT multifunction center, 

a major bid in its efforts to cater to customers who demand a unit capable of performing 

multiple machining techniques with high productivity and precise results. 

This is a cutting-edge development in the TH series, JUARISTI’s 5-axis multifunction centers, 

which this time includes a turning table and a special head with an optimised design for 

turning operations. The center includes a comprehensive automation package and features 

a completely redesigned concept to enhance ergonomics and machining cleanliness.

New JUARISTI TH3-MT multifunction center 
means unlimited productivity
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The new machine incorporates multiple automation 

systems adaptable to customer requirements.

THE NEXT LEVEL: 
NEW PRODUCTS 
AND TECHNOLOGIES
 

“The great innovation lies in the new universal 
head with which it is equipped and the addition 

of a turning table” 
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The new design achieves a more compact layout 

for improved use of floor space.

The TH3-MT still offers the main benefits of the TH series 

solutions: high dynamics (up to 40 m/min rapid feed with 

accelerations of 3 m/s²) and compatibility with the very latest 

generation of high feed and high chip removal tools. Thanks 

to the symmetrical design with a column-centered head, it 

offers unbeatable performance in terms of precision and high 

machining capacity.

The great innovation lies in the new universal head with which 

it is equipped and the addition of a turning table. With respect 

to the new spindle developed by JUARISTI, called the ACD8, the 

highlight is the universal spindle that allows 5-axis machining and 

reaches rotation speeds of up to 8,000 min-1, with high spindle 

power (60 kW) and torque (1,600 Nm).

The turning table built into the machine will have a Ø1,600 

chuck diameter (optionally up to Ø2,000) with a maximum 

rotation speed of 400 min-1 and a maximum part capacity of 5 

tonnes in turning and 10 tonnes in milling. 

The new machine incorporates multiple automation systems 

adaptable to customer requirements, including a quick-change 

matrix tool changer with a capacity for up to 200 tools and an 

FMS multi-pallet system.

Its good ergonomics stand out, which enables flawless operator 

control over manufacturing, as well as the careful arrangement 

of the main components to facilitate their supervision and 

maintenance.
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Comprehensive redesign for better safety, 
cleanliness and ergonomics

On the other hand, the TH3-MT has gone through a complete 

redesign process, achieving a more stylish, ergonomic 

ensemble. The new design achieves a more compact layout 

for improved use of floor space. Furthermore, it optimises the 

chip and coolant collection system, enhancing the autonomy of 

the solution and avoiding non-productive times when manual 

cleaning is required.

Another design improvement is the stainless steel machine 

enclosure, which protects the solution and extends the life of 

the machine. The new design also offers multiple advantages for 

handling and maintenance, facilitating the loading and unloading 

of parts and offering a comfortable, user-friendly control station 

designed to facilitate the user’s work, with a panel for viewing 

plans, shelves for storing tools and other accessories designed 

to improve ergonomics.

From the walls’ transition to the drainage system, and from the 

ATC door to the column’s enclosure in the machining zone, each 

and every panel and stainless steel junction has been carefully 

designed to guarantee water tightness and durability. The new 

design achieves a smooth finish with inclined trays, making it 

easier to maintain and clean the machine. 
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This was one of the main objectives within the company’s new 

technological development strategy. JUARISTI heads were widely 

recognised in the market due to their robustness and good 

performance, but the company’s Design department wanted to 

make an impact with a 5-axis universal head model that would 

enable high precision milling, turning and boring, reducing tool 

change time to a minimum.

The new developments are the result of months of analysis 

of JUARISTI machine users’ production requirements. The 

research work has been complemented with multiple talks with 

customers to understand which developments would most help 

improve the quality and productivity of their machining.

The people in charge of the Design department concluded that 

the most promising development for JUARISTI’s customers 

would be a very versatile universal head capable of milling, boring 

and turning operations, with high rotation speeds, high spindle 

torque and power and very fast adjustment movements to 

improve process productivity.

As a result of this innovative effort, we have developed not one, 

but two leading universal head models targeting different types 

of users; the ACD7 and the ACD8.

The ACD7 is characterised by a continuous double rotation axis 

(vertical and 45º) and by very fast repositioning movements 

(from 0 to 180º in 7 seconds). The movement is regulated by 

two motors with a pinion on each axis. It has direct-measuring 

magnetic drums, which ensures very high accuracy (+-3”).  

JUARISTI launches two new universal head 
models with a completely new design and very 
sophisticated features

NEW UNIVERSAL 
JUARISTI HEADS: 
A BREAKTHROUGH IN POWER 
AND VERSATILITY FOR 5-AXIS 
MACHINING
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The ACD7 is characterised by a continuous double 

rotation axis (vertical and 45º) and by very fast 

repositioning movements.

Thanks to their fast positioning times and interpolation 

capacity with the rest of the axes, both models achieve a 

drastic reduction in tool change times, significantly increasing 

productivity.

Both heads are completely redesigned. The components are 

more compact and robust, where the C-axis is integrated in 

the RAM or column of the T-type machines. Another major 

advantage is the long service life of the component due to the 

bearings’ closed circuit cooling system.

In terms of features and performance, it boasts a rotational 

speed of up to 6,000 min-1. It also achieves high spindle power 

(60 kW) and torque (1,600 Nm) when working at S1. It has an 

axis clamping torque of 20,000 Nm.

On the other hand, the new ACD8 spindle is a development that 

integrates all the technology of the ACD7 model but also allows 

turning operations using the same head. It has a continuous 45º 

rotation axis with a double pinion system, with spindle speeds 

of up to 8,000 min-1. Through an automatic turning accessory 

change, the head makes demanding turning operations possible 

thanks to its sturdiness.
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Advanced assembly method and comprehensive catalogue

The new developments round out an extensive range of heads that enable a wide range of machining techniques to be carried out. 

JUARISTI has developed a wide range of heads for different types of milling, boring and turning. They are in-house manufactured and 

tested components that achieve high spindle torque and power, as well as high productivity levels when combined with our automation 

systems for tool or head change.

The catalogue consists of a wide range of universal, 5-axis, angular, horizontal milling heads, facing heads and special heads.
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My JUARISTI:

“My JUARISTI” brings together a 

wide range of technological solutions 

in a single, user-friendly interface.

THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION IN OUR 
MACHINING SOLUTIONS

Simpler, more intuitive, safer, more efficient machines. JUARISTI’s innovative 
endeavours over the last few years have been directed towards designing a software 
system that provides, in a unified format, all the information on the activity and 
condition of the machines and that allows the latest technological improvements 
developed by the company to be applied in an intuitive and user-friendly way.
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The outcome of this process is “My JUARISTI”, a system that 

brings together state-of-the-art technologies aimed at enabling 

the user to manage machine resources productively and 

predictive maintenance. Moreover, it ensures that the tools can 

be adapted to the specific requirements of each part to achieve 

the best results.

“My JUARISTI” brings together a wide range of technological 

solutions in a single, user-friendly interface. They are leaded by 

the SUPERVISOR system, which unifies all production equipment 

activities and facilitates their direct, easy management from 

the customer’s own integration systems (ERP). This solution 

is supported by OSASUN, software designed to ensure proper 

maintenance. OSASUN enables monitoring, self-diagnostics and 

predictive maintenance of the machine. 

All the machine’s information on a single screen so 
that the customer can analyse its performance and 

better plan how to use it. This is what the SUPERVISOR 
system offers, which means a definitive unification of all 

production equipment and easy and direct management 
from the customer’s integration systems (ERP). 

Thanks to this software, the customer can work 
unattended (no operator), using the most advanced 

systems for part inspection, tool breakage 
checks, adaptive control implementation, machine 

measurements, etc.
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This system adapts the machine’s machining process 
to current conditions, pushing its power to the 

maximum in favourable situations with lower vibrations 
and reducing it in adverse conditions (areas of the 
material with greater hardness or excess material) 
that require a reduction in feeds so that the tool or 

machine are not damaged.
It is a system based on a triaxial accelerometer and 
a vibration management and analysis software that 

enables the machine feed to be modified according to 
the vibration level.

The deployment of GPS technology enables greater 
machine accuracy, resulting in a dramatic improvement 
in the handling of complex parts (with multiple rotation 

phases or those requiring exact table rotation). 
Thanks to the software integrated in the CNC, the 

machine searches and readjusts the table center in 
3 spatial directions. This operation can be carried 

out with the piece tied to the table, which eliminates 
wasted time and the precision involved in removing and 

putting the piece back.

The main concern of our customers is to ensure proper 
machine maintenance to avoid breakdowns and losses 

caused by repair costs or downtime. Being aware of this, 
JUARISTI has designed the OSASUN system, conceived 
to address this issue and allow machine monitoring, self-

diagnosis and predictive maintenance.
On the other hand, the software provides the end 

customer with information about machine availability, 
efficient machine usage, downtime, etc. This enables 

the end user to optimise their processes and improve 
workflows on each machine.

Through the use of state-of-the-art sensors, the 
machine continuously processes the position of the 

parts being turned and the imbalances they may occur 
on the turning table, correcting these imbalances as a 
result of asymmetric masses. Reduced vibration during 
cutting increases operator safety, drastically reducing 
the risk of bearing breakage and increasing table life.
The system consists of an accelerometer and a data 

acquisition card. The software processes these signals 
and calculates the imbalance (position and magnitude). 

To do this, an automatic test is run where the table 
rotates at a lower speed. Once the imbalance has been 
detected, the user receives this information and is able 
to center the part or, if the part itself is not balanced, 

add masses to minimise this imbalance.

Adaptive control is another of the systems included in “My 

JUARISTI”. Its role is to adapt the machine’s machining process 

to part conditions, such as material allowance and hardness, 

automatically increasing power in favourable situations and 

reducing it in adverse conditions. 

In turning processes, through the use of cutting-edge sensors, 

the machine processes the position of the parts to be turned 

at every moment and facilitates mass corrections so that the 

turning process is accurate.

Finally, the implementation of GPS technology permits greater 

precision in the referencing of parts on the machine after any 

table and head change, resulting in a drastic improvement in the 

manipulation of complex parts. 

In short, “My JUARISTI” encompasses a set of systems geared 

towards improving machine productivity and, consequently, 

customer profitability.
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“First of all, thanks to the Accuracy Cube, we will be able to provide more 

precise solutions for large volumes of work. Most importantly, we will be 

able to verify that all of these machines reaching the customer do so in 

precision conditions that were not 100 % verifiable before”.
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Eneko Ariznabarreta has been in charge of the technical management at JUARISTI for 8 years 

now. Over the years, he has shaped the company’s new strategy on innovation and led new 

developments in machines and technologies. To this end, he has been responsible for studying 

market trends and demands in detail and for bolstering the means and equipment necessary 

to respond to them. The result of this process has been a clear innovative strategy with very 

specific axes: improving the autonomy of solutions and increasing accuracy.

What are the latest developments in JUARISTI’s technical department?

The design and development of new upgrades and components is a continuous process at 

JUARISTI, as all the machine’s structural elements are developed by us. The last year has been 

particularly busy and we have presented major innovations in many areas. If I had to pick one, I 

would highlight the next-generation universal heads, which offer greater dynamics, enable 5-axis 

work, and are optimised for multifunctional work including turning and grinding. We did all this 

without forgetting that one of the main distinguishing features of JUARISTI is its robustness, and 

the new generation heads also represent a significant improvement in this field.

On the other hand, we are making a major effort in the development of different software to 

improve machine precision over time, and to facilitate unattended, fully reliable machining.  

What aspects would you say differentiate JUARISTI machines?

The main features of JUARISTI machines are precision and sturdiness. Our main objective is 

for our customers to have high productivity with maximum accuracy. But beyond the machines, 

the main value of JUARISTI, I believe, lies in the flexibility we provide in listening to the customer, 

adapting and developing the best solution for their specific needs.

ENEKO ARIZNABARRETA 
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR AT  
JUARISTI

“Our innovative efforts focus on two areas: 
facilitating unattended work and achieving major 
improvements in accuracy”
Eneko Ariznabarreta, Technical Director at JUARISTI
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One of JUARISTI’s distinctive features is the 
high-tech value of its heads. What are the 
benefits of the most recent ACD7 and ACD8 
developments?

In this new generation, we have tried to bring together the best 

of our entire range of heads and concentrate them into two 

unique models. Maintaining the ruggedness and cutting capacity 

of our universal heads, we have improved the dynamics to 

reduce downtime, and have included the option to work on 5 real 

axes. In addition, head speeds have been increased to 8,000 

min-1, and in the case of the ACD8 model, we offer the option 

of performing demanding turning operations with no negative 

impact on milling operations. On the other hand, we have also 

significantly improved accuracy thanks to direct measurements 

on rotating axes.  

Rotary tables are part of the company’s core 
business. What is JUARISTI’s contribution 
value-wise in this field?

JUARISTI has a huge amount of experience in the design and 

manufacture of rotary tables, with extensive know-how in this 

field. According to our machine philosophy, the rotary table is 

a fundamental part of achieving high precision and stability in 

machining, so we place special emphasis on this point. With the 

application of hydrostatic technology, our tables provide great 

damping and stability, reducing vibrations, besides getting a 

longer service life and still maintaining first-day type accuracy.

A very interesting tilting table model has 
recently been developed for the Safran Group. 
What can you tell us about this project?

Traditionally, this type of table has been used to machine wind 

mill hubs with discrete tilting angle positions. However, this new 

application developed for Safran allows continuous machining 

even with the tilting axis. Thanks to its master-slave system with 

hydrostatic guidance of the tilting axis, it achieves very smooth 

movements even with loads of up to 100 tonnes, so the surface 

finishes are excellent.

What efforts are being made in the field of 
Industry 4.0?

Industry 4.0 has been applied to our machines for a long time 

now, as sensor technology has been present in many machine 

elements. However, in recent years, special emphasis has been 

placed on machine connectivity and predictive maintenance. 

In this respect, here at JUARISTI we have opted for our own 

software called “My Juaristi”, which brings together all the 

developments we have made in this direction. We have focused 

on two main objectives: the acquisition of data and its later 

analysis to show the customer how efficient it is in use and how 

to increase and improve productivity, as well as the generation 

of predictive maintenance plans based on the analysed data to 

increase machine availability.

What JUARISTI solutions have taken a 
quantum leap forward in technological 
innovation to improve machine accuracy or 
reliability?

In this regard, we have many technologies that have been 

successfully applied in recent years such as the RPT (RAM 

Precision Technology) that enables RAM output with excellent 

positioning and angle accuracy, or the AHC (Automatic Head 

Calibration) that performs the automatic adjustment of heads 

in the event of temperature variations or minor collisions. Apart 

from these systems, we have recently developed a verification 

software (QMV Quick Machine Verification) that allows a quick, 

simple and automatic verification of machine geometry.

One of JUARISTI’s main strategic milestones 
in recent years has been the construction of 
an state-of-the-art production center. How will 
customers benefit from the Accuracy Cube’s 
construction?

First of all, thanks to the Accuracy Cube, we will be able to 

provide more precise solutions for large volumes of work. Most 

importantly, we will be able to verify that all of these machines 

reaching the customer do so in precision conditions that were 

not 100 % verifiable before. On the other hand, we will increase 
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the reliability of the solutions, as the entire manufacturing 

process will be 100 % monitored. And finally, we are going to 

reduce the machines’ lead-time, because thanks to these new 

technologies and amenities we will, in many cases, be able to 

simplify designs and processes.

Customers require increasingly versatile so-
lutions that enable them to perform multiple 
types of machining. What work is JUARISTI 
undertaking to facilitate multitasking?

In this respect, we have made a clear commitment to develop 

solutions that integrate, besides the milling and boring 

operations, turning and grinding in a single machine. In this 

regard, we have developed state-of-the-art rotary tables, as well 

as specific heads for turning and grinding. And finally, we have 

tried to apply JUARISTI’s knowledge of these processes to the 

machine itself.

Another highly valued aspect is the autonomy 
of the solutions. What steps are being taken 
to make it easier for machines to operate 
unattended?

At JUARISTI, we consider that one of the main challenges of the 

future is to create machines that work unattended, in a safe and 

reliable way and with maximum precision. And making this work 

in non-repetitive machining processes, with multiple changes 

of heads, tools, pallets, etc. requires a great deal of effort. As a 

result, we have worked hard to achieve a high level of reliability in 

the different machine processes, as well as to optimise the chip 

and coolant management (which cause the most unscheduled 

stoppages). And finally, we have developed our own Software 

that will enable us to efficiently manage all the elements involved 

in production (parts, tools, pallets, part programs, etc.).

What is the technical management strategy 
for the next few years? Which areas will be 
given more importance?

As mentioned before, one of the main challenges we want 

to address is to create machines that work autonomously, 

reliably and safely. The shortage of qualified machine operators 

is a recurring problem in most countries. So, it is essential to 

generate systems that help make the processes as autonomous 

as possible. The digitisation of these processes will help us along 

that path, but always using that technology as a means, and 

never as an end.

And as a second axis, we have the goal of increasing machine 

precision for large-volume parts, where these is a growing 

demand. As such, we will continue to provide the necessary 

intelligence to the machines to achieve a higher level of precision 

and, above all, a level of precision maintained over time.
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JUARISTI  
DIRECT SERVICE +
 

A 360º after-sales service strategy at our 
customers’ disposal

One of the fundamental milestones within JUARISTI’s business strategy in recent 

years has been the optimisation of its service structure and the expansion of its range 

of services. The strategy has succeeded in evolving our customer care services, 

previously based mainly on on-site repairs and spare parts services, into an end-to-end 

package where preventive maintenance, specialised training and consultancy stand out 

throughout the entire project.

Thus, the new JUARISTI Direct Service + strategy seeks to improve the customer 

experience in all phases of their relationship with JUARISTI, from initial consultation to 

after-sales interventions.  The new strategy entails appointing a service coordinator 

in each project to design a personalised plan and supervise all service actions and 

interventions in each of the phases.
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Personalised advice from minute 1 

This holistic approach to service involves intervening from the 

initial customer consultation. In this phase, representatives of 

the technical and sales departments, in coordination with the 

service department, provide advice on the most appropriate 

solution to meet the customer’s production requirements.

Once the final solution has been designed jointly and the order 

has been received, periodic communications are coordinated so 

that the customer is aware of the progress in the manufacture 

of their solution and up-to-date completion, verification and 

delivery dates.

After the finalisation of the machine, the geometrical check 

and machining tests are agreed upon with the customers and 

a verification session is held at the JUARISTI facilities in the 

presence of the customers.

The next step is to reach an agreement on the guidelines for 

sending the machine to the customer’s premises. In this phase, 

the service coordinator delivers all the technical information to 

design an assembly plan that facilitates installation and speeds 

up the delivery periods.

JUARISTI offers its customers regular shipment status 

monitoring and guarantees receipt of the solution with a 

welcome package that includes the assembly manual and a 

detailed plan of the installation.

The installation and commissioning process is 

carried out by a team of technicians specialised in 

the mechanical and electronic fields.
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Installation done by experts

The installation and commissioning process is carried out by a 

team of technicians specialised in the mechanical and electronic 

fields who were involved in the assembly of the machine.

The installation follows a standardised commissioning protocol 

to ensure optimum performance and maximum safety from 

day one. All JUARISTI technicians and contracted partners 

are trained to carry out the relevant checks and tests on the 

installation and to ensure that the production start-up is run with 

maximum safety and efficiency.

The data are monitored by specialists at our headquarters and 

remotely validated to give the green light to start production. 

Maintenance and application-specific training

JUARISTI’s new service strategy focuses on training packages 

for maintenance and specific applications. These packages 

are intended for users of boring-milling machines who will 

learn hands-on practices to improve machine operation and 

maintenance. 

Training plans are designed to provide a mechanical and 

electronic background. This training will enable us to carry out 

maintenance and a large number of repairs autonomously or by 

phone assisted by our SAT center. You will know how to identify 

the reason for downtime, perform component replacements, and 

achieve more accurate machining results with less machine wear.

Optimised service structure

JUARISTI has made a large investment to optimise its 

international service structure. This momentum has led to the 

opening of new Service Hubs in Germany, China and India, the 

hiring of more technicians dedicated exclusively to technical 

assistance and the implementation of 4.0 tools to simplify 

maintenance and make things more intuitive.

The global service network covers more than 40 countries and 

ensures timely interventions in less than 48 hours. In addition, 

the network is rounded out by a support hotline managed 

directly by specialist technicians. 

Service teams perform periodic diagnostics to minimise the 

risk of unexpected incidents, increase productivity and provide 

ongoing information on the condition of machines, as well as the 

need to replace used or defective parts.

In recent years, investments have been made to expand 

and consolidate the spare parts warehouse at the JUARISTI 

HQ premises and to create a new warehouse in JUARISTI 

Deutschland. This investment guarantees the availability of 

original spare parts and the receipt of critical parts within 48 

hours. Our spare parts service also includes spare parts advice 

to identify the correct model of parts and send it in the shortest 

possible time.

As far as industry 4.0 is concerned, JUARISTI’s technical 

department has developed the Osasun software, which offers 

an intuitive, clear interface and a comprehensive system for 

monitoring, self-diagnosis and predictive maintenance of the 

machine. This software generates predictive maintenance plans 

automatically and increases productivity by reducing downtime 

and conflicting processes.

Upgrades and retrofit: more options for 
continuous improvement

Finally, the Direct Service + plan provides incentives for 

upgrades and retrofits.

JUARISTI has analysed the needs of customers with older 

machines to extend the service portfolio aimed at extending 

the useful life of machines. The new service package will help 

to improve machining times, expand the parts catalogue for 

machining and adapt the machine configuration to get the most 

out of it.

On the other hand, the new preventive maintenance service 

programs include different reconditioning options so that 

technological obsolescence can be postponed for as long as 

possible. This includes personalised retrofit kits and machine 

reinstallation services for new installations, as well as periodic 

revisions.
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“Our customers appreciate the added value of a technical service 
managed by the manufacturer rather than third parties”

What were the consequences of the new 
technical support service opening?  

Since we opened this new office, JUARISTI customers are very 

contented with our service. They value the fact that the service is 

managed directly by the manufacturer and not by subcontracted 

third parties.

What means are at your disposal to carry out 
the technical service?  

We have an administrative office of approximately 200 square 

metres and a 500 square metre workshop with a crane that 

has a capacity of up to 50 tonnes. 

In September 2017, JUARISTI took a decisive step towards strengthening its presence in the German 

market with the opening of a branch in Erkelenz, in the western part of the country. Wolfgang Moll, head 

of the technical service department since its opening, believes that the decision has meant a substantial 

improvement in the quality of service and acknowledges that many customers have already reported their 

satisfaction. They greatly appreciate that the manufacturer itself is in charge of an area as critical for 

their business as this one.

WOLFGANG MOLL
DIRECTOR OF OUR SERVICE HUB 
IN GERMANY
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What does it mean to have your office next to 
one of your main customers’ facilities?  

Customers who come to our offices can not only see our 

workshop machines, but also MHWirth machines, which are 

already in full production. This allows them to see examples of 

various custom solutions in a real production scenario, which 

is crucial for customers to understand the true benefits of the 

machines.

What is the service scope covered from 
Erkelenz? 

From here, we can assist all JUARISTI customers in Germany 

and neighbouring countries.

How many customers do you have in 
Germany? 

At the moment, we have about 60 customers in Germany with 

almost 100 machines. We provide technical service for all types 

of machines, component repairs, geometric adjustments and 

retrofitting of older machines.

Describe your team 

We have one electrical engineer, two senior technicians 

and five technical specialists. Plus, we have one person in 

charge of spare parts service in the office and two people in 

administration. 

How do you train technicians? 

JUARISTI has its own training programme. Our technicians often 

travel to participate in training programmes where they are 

instructed on the specific characteristics of our products. In any 

case, the best training in our sector is the hands-on approach. 

New challenges appear every day, so we try to involve all our 

staff in all tasks. In this sense, the close relationship and support 

of JUARISTI from Spain is very important.

What is the roadmap for the technical service 
of JUARISTI Germany for the coming year? 

This next year we will invest heavily in new equipment worth 

nearly 200,000 euros. This investment is essential to provide 

specialised support to our customers. We will also install a head 

test-bench so that we can also enhance component service. 

With these changes, we want to reinforce the idea that we are 

our customers’ best partner in all areas.

How do you rate JUARISTI’s status in 
Germany? 
 
We are on the right track. This year we will reach the target with 

a service revenue of approximately 1 million euros. The sales 

and service market is very good right now. Manufacturers are 

investing and the 2019 interim results are very good.
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JUARISTI,  
A PROMISE OF  
RELIABILITY AND 
PRECISION

ACCURACY CUBE

Accuracy Cube is already a reality: a state-of-the-art manufacturing 
center that culminates an integrated production strategy

It is a great investment and will allow the machining 
of all critical parts, geometric verifications and the 
assembly of heads at JUARISTI’s headquarters with 
maximum precision. 

One of JUARISTI’s most important hallmarks is its integral 

production philosophy. Conscious of how essential it is that all 

components and accessories are harmoniously integrated in 

machining solutions to guarantee the reliability and precision 

of the whole, the company has always sought to manufacture 

and assemble all structural components, tables, heads and 

automation systems that make up its machines in-house.

To consolidate this strategy and increase the quantity and quality 

of its own production, JUARISTI has invested heavily in a cutting-

edge manufacturing center: the new Accuracy Cube. The new 

space occupies more than 1,200 m2 in the JUARISTI facilities 

and consists of a critical parts machining area, a dimensional 

verification room and a laboratory for head assembly. 

The ensemble will be operational by the end of 2019 and 

has required an investment of more than 4 million euros. It 

is equipped with some of the most advanced systems on the 

market, including a multitasking machining center, two grinding 

machines and a high-precision three-dimensional machine.

In addition, it will be the place where all data is collected and 

analysed to constantly improve the Accuracy Best+ process: 

the state-of-the-art production method developed by JUARISTI 

to ensure a precise fit before and after assembly. The space 

has been designed to ensure that JUARISTI’s solutions meet all 

customer needs.
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JUARISTI has invested heavily in a cutting-edge 

manufacturing center: the new Accuracy Cube.
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Precision Parts Center

The Precision Parts Center is a space dedicated to critical parts 

machining. It has been equipped with a high performance TH3 

Jig Borer manufactured by JUARISTI and several top-of-the-

range grinding machines.. These equipment guarantee perfect 

finishes on all critical components of our customers’ products, 

resulting in greater accuracy and reliability.

The TH3 Jig Borer is specially designed to ensure thermal 

stability and maximum precision in the pieces to be machined. It 

has technical details that make it an especially precise solution. 

RAM components, head bodies, etc. are machined on this 

machine.

Today’s inspiration is tomorrow’s innovation

The grinding units have the capacity to grind parts of up to 600 

mm in diameter and 4,000 mm in length, carrying out both 

external and internal grinding operations. The latest purchased 

unit also enables threads and angles to be made, is capable of 

measuring in-progress pieces and is prepared for deep internal 

grinding. The aim of these new equipment is to extract maximum 

precision and productivity. A great deal of work has been done 

to improve the grinding process, drawing on years of experience, 

developing the right tools and looking for the best process 

properties to achieve the highest accuracy. 

Precision boring and grinding processes are built into our 

Accuracy Best+ quality process: the Jig Borer and grinders are 

connected in real-time to measuring machines and assembly 

units for maximum accuracy.
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3D Verification Lab

The second area of the Accuracy Cube is dedicated to 

dimensional verifications. It is equipped with a large Zeiss 

coordinate measuring machine (CMM), the most accurate for 

this volume of work (achieving 3-5 μm accuracies in full volumes 

and less than 1 μm in small parts).

This equipment allows measurements to be made on parts 

up to 6,000 x 3,000 x 2,000 mm. It will be used to verify the 

geometry of all parts prior to assembly, achieving full tracking of 

components and a comprehensive quality control. 

The White Room

The last area of the Accuracy Cube will be used for high-

precision mechanical assembly. It is a white room free of 

impurities and equipped with the most advanced production 

means to guarantee optimum assembly of precision mechanical 

units such as milling heads. The temperature inside is kept at 

20ºC.

In a space adjacent to the White Room, we have a test bench 

where the milling heads are subjected to load cycles to ensure 

that the assembly’s end result has been successful.
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JUARISTI  
CARES

MIREIA ROMARATE

Mireia Romarate has been in charge of JUARISTI’s Human 

Resources department for more than 10 years. As she 

explains, her work consists of recruiting, training and 

motivating a cross-disciplinary but highly specialised team to 

ensure that JUARISTI is consolidated as a leading company in 

its sector.

What is JUARISTI’s Human Resources policy 
based on? 

We are a company with a high level of technological expertise 

working on turnkey projects. This requires highly qualified profiles 

and very close-knit teams that achieve a balance between the 

different areas. In this sense, the work of the Human Resources 

department consists in developing the talents of the whole 

JUARISTI team, spread over different areas and departments, 

to become a leading company in this sector.

HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR AT JUARISTI  

“As a company with a high technological component, taking care of 
our talent is very important to remain competitive”
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“In general, we can say that all the people who enter to 

work here, stay on. The good working atmosphere and 

conditions are key factors to achieve so”.

JUARISTI  
CARES
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What are the department’s day-to-day priorities?

The day-to-day priorities are people management in areas such 

as recruitment, training, motivation... We must coordinate the 

recruitment and retention of talent, which means consolidating 

ourselves as an attractive employer and at the same time taking 

care of our employees, knowing and responding to their needs 

and ambitions. 

In these times of growth, how is the hiring 
strategy structured? 

Our philosophy is based on recruiting a young team. We 

prioritise hiring qualified young people with skills to train them 

in JUARISTI’s fields of activity and make them understand our 

business values. Once in our ranks, we supervise and shape with 

them in their professional development and ambitions, always 

for the common good of the company.

Which profiles are the most in demand in the 
company?

As demand has grown considerably in recent years (reaching a 

record number of new orders in the last financial year), and with 

it the workload and the number of installations and interventions, 

we currently require a great deal of direct labour. In particular, 

we require mechanical assemblers to cover the assembly, 

disassembly and commissioning needs of the machines that 

are currently in production. However, the greatest challenge 

of recruitment lies in the technical profiles. Our advanced 

engineering model requires mechanical or electronic engineers 

who are specialists in our field, who speak foreign languages and 

have international experience. Those profiles are the hardest to find. 

What qualities does a professional need to 
work at JUARISTI?

Above all, we are a people-oriented company that places great 

value on a collaborative environment and teamwork. This is why 

we attach special importance to being proactive, responsible, 

communicative and working as a team. I think that is something 

that sets us apart and transfers to our customer relationships. 

On the other hand, as we work on very different ad hoc projects, 

we need creative, innovative and ambitious professionals who 

work in detail to achieve the best solutions.

Is there any type of collaboration with the 
territory’s universities/training centers?

Yes. It is logical that we promote collaborations with educational 

centers in our region. In the Basque Country, universities such 

as the University of the Basque Country, Mondragon or Tecnum 

(University of Navarra) have a great reputation for technical 

training and their engineers are very well educated.  We have 

agreements so that students can carry out their internships 

or research work with us and this provides us with a window of 

opportunity to recruit talent. In addition, we have agreements 

with professional training centers such as IMH - Machine Tool 

Institute in Elgoibar and Izarraitz in Azkoitia. We give priority to 

local talent to generate revenue in our territory and encourage 

dual training.

What measures are being promoted by 
the department to improve employee 
satisfaction?

It is important to underline that the turnover rate within the 

company is very low. In general, we can say that all the people 

who enter to work here, stay on. The good working atmosphere 

and conditions and the possibilities for personal development 

are the keys to this. We promote initiatives such as personnel 

training and education plans, which we review annually and in 

a mutually agreed upon manner with employees so that they 

themselves can establish their objectives and their professional 

development path. In addition, we have worked to improve the 

work-life balance of employees by offering flexible working hours, 

which has been very well received. We have invested in the 

plant to improve the infrastructure and the technicians’ tools 

so that they can carry out their work more easily. We have also 

expanded their training in occupational health and safety to 

reduce accidents.

What are the steps that will be taken by HR in 
the coming years?

Promote training, improve work-life balance, maintain discipline 

and good habits, keep low accident rate and continue promoting 

workplace safety... In short, provide continuity to the measures 

we have been driving and try to increase the satisfaction and 

motivation of all JUARISTI members.

Finally, what would you say makes JUARISTI 
an interesting company to work for?

JUARISTI is a technological company, well positioned in its 

sector, with ambition to grow and which is involved in the 

personal and professional development of each of its workers.
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Jose Luis Zubizarreta has been a member of Iraurgi SB, a local basketball club where JUARISTI’s headquarters is located, 

for over 42 years, fighting for his project: to promote sports as a means of educating social values and integration. Over 

time the club has managed to promote a very professional structure, leading to a senior men’s team that plays in the LEB 

Silver League, the third professional basketball division in Spain. Last year, JUARISTI signed an agreement to sponsor the 

club for two seasons, an important financial boost that has allowed the club to continue its important work without fail.

What is your view after the first season with 
the new sponsorship?

We are thrilled. Things are going great. We must always thank 

all our sponsors that we have had, both past and present. But, 

with JUARISTI it has been very positive because communications 

have been ongoing, and we have been able to carry out many 

joint activities to promote social action and make the work we do 

from the club visible. In that sense, it is special because there is 

not only an economic relationship, but also collaboration in many 

areas.

Why did you think of JUARISTI?

Last summer, we needed a new sponsor and we began to sound 

out companies in the region. We had many connections with 

JUARISTI because it is a company with deep roots here, and 

several of its employees had played in our ranks. In fact, I have 

coached several of them. We were delighted to hear that, when 

we mentioned the possibility of sponsoring the club, they got 

excited and looked straight away to set things in motion.

“We are delighted to have found a sponsor with the same teamwork 
values and roots in the territory as our club”
Jose Luis Zubizarreta ‘Xubi’, head of the Iraurgi Basket Club

JUARISTI ISB
LEB SILVER LEAGUE
BASKET TEAM
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This year they have also premièred a new 
mascot, the wolf Urgi.

Yes, and everybody is delighted with him. We had already used a 

wolf as a symbol because we identify with the values it transmits. 

And, the wolf is JUARISTI’s hallmark. As they explained to us, 

for them the wolf reflects the idea of strength, flexibility and the 

intelligence of their machines. And, it also strengthens the idea 

of teamwork, of rooting for the territory and ties with tradition. 

We fully identify with those values and are thrilled with them. 

So we decided to adopt a new mascot that embodies all those 

values, which our fans named in a survey. We are thrilled with 

Urgi.

How did the season go sports-wise?

It was a mixed bag because we had several player exchanges 

mid-season and it was hard for us to match the play level. Our 

philosophy involves giving the best Guipuzcoan players the 

chance to continue and incorporating two or three high-level 

players from the American university league or other countries 

to be competitive. Thanks to the new additions, we finished 

fifth in the regular season. We were fortunate to have been 

successful with our different signings, especially with Spencer 

Reaves, who came from Missouri Central University and 

delivered a very strong performance.  We just renewed him for 

next year, so we hope to get a good result.
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What does the club’s educational work involve?

In total, the club has 23 federated teams and more than 200 boys 

and girls playing. For us, the most important thing is to consolidate 

discipline, and to promote the sport as a means of social integration 

and training in values. We hope that through playing sports, boys and 

girls will learn values such as commitment, teamwork, companionship, 

healthy lifestyles, ...

How are these values instilled?

We never turn any child away. That makes the teams very diverse and 

that diversity helps mould each one’s personality. Personality comes out 

in the game, and we coaches try to get the more timid or inconspicuous 

kids to gain confidence and the more lively ones learn to share and give 

a hand to their mates.

Here, you are a regional leader in women’s sports. 
How did that come about?

It is something that has been consolidated thanks to decades of hard 

work. For many years, we have been among the top ten women’s youth 

clubs in Spain. We have a senior team playing in the second division, 

which has been close to being promoted to the first division this year. 

At the end of the day, the fact that we are established and have a solid 

reputation as a club encourages girls from the region to sign up and 

play. So, it is easier to build a strong junior squad and maintain a solid 

structure.

What is the most rewarding thing about your 
work?

In the end, the nicest thing is to be able to serve as a guide and help boys 

and girls through sport who may be having a hard time in other areas. 

Sometimes players’ families call us coaches to ask us to talk to the kids 

about a specific issue because they are not listening to them. And, it is 

very gratifying to see that they think of you as a “friendly” authority figure, 

that they respect and listen to because they know that everything we tell 

them is for their own good.

Soc ia l  integrat ion 
pro ject
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PROJECT AVAIM

JUARISTI reinforces its commitment to social issues in a project for 
protecting at risk minors

The company is collaborating with a donation campaign 
for the Basque Agency for Helping Battered Children 
(AVAIM in Spanish).

AVAIM is a non-profit organisation founded in 1990 and made 

up of professionals from different fields (psychology, pedagogy, 

social work, law, etc.) who combine their efforts to raise 

awareness about child abuse in all its forms.

The members are largely volunteers who carry out an enormous 

amount of awareness-raising work with parents, educators and 

other professionals who deal with minors to encourage best 

practices and prevent possible risky situations.  

When the people in charge of JUARISTI learned first-hand 

about the work carried out by the association, they decided to 

contribute with a fund-raising program, an action that reaffirms 

JUARISTI’s status as a responsible, ethical company.

Thus, in 2018, a donation campaign began in exchange 

for cuddly personalised stuffed animals in the shape of the 

JUARISTI wolf. With these toys in hand, we went to the main 

European sector fairs to explain the project, obtaining a very 

positive response. In December 2018, the first proceeds were 

presented to AVAIM representatives and they were given a 

pledge of continued contributions in the coming years. This year 

new fund raising events have been held at new fairs and other 

recreational events, such as the Iraurgi basketball club, of which 

JUARISTI is the main sponsor.

According to Belén Villa, head of AVAIM, this type of donation 

represents a great boost to their activity and is, in short, one of 

the main reasons they can continue carrying out their work.

All donations are dedicated to moving their work forward. This 

is based, in the first place, on organising training sessions and 

courses for teachers and educators, where they are taught 

best practices in dealing with minors and are offered tools for 

detecting possible high-risk situations.

Another of its main areas of action is participation in forums and 

congresses to raise awareness, especially with regard to the 

prevention, detection and notification of risky situations.

They also frequently draw up documents and information 

materials, either on their own initiative or at the request of 

institutions, offering recommendations or analysing sensitive 

issues.
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Creating awareness

According to Villa, although there is still no clear awareness 

due to the lack of visibility of the problem, “there are numerous 

sources of conflicting information”. Currently, AVAIM’s work 

focuses on particularly sensitive situations such as separation or 

divorce and its consequences for children, violence and abuse in 

sport, bullying, domestic abuse and sexual abuse. 

“Although there are no clear statistics, it is estimated that in 

Spain one in five children suffers some kind of abuse during their 

childhood and there is no data that allows us to conclude that 

the incidence is lower here in the Basque Country”, sums up 

Villa.

Although in some of these areas there are initiatives and 

plans promoted by institutions, Villa assures that, in general, 

“education and awareness in these matters is very poor”, and 

that their work and that of other related organisations fills a void 

to which neither the public administration nor the educational 

centers respond to.

However, the association notes a growing concern for the issue 

and a steadily rise in involvement from the public bodies. “We 

have started to receive calls from many city councils, that also 

do everything in their power to make it easier for technicians 

from the public sector to attend our training courses”, they 

explained.

“There is still a huge lack of knowledge; it is believed that not 

many cases of vulnerability exist and that if they did, it would be 

easy to detect them. However, this is not true. That is what our 

work is based on. In turning false beliefs around and offering 

guidelines and tools to channel these episodes on a case-by-case 

basis, and with the tools that each specific case requires”, Belén 

Villa emphasises.
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